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INTRODUCTION
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Financial infrastructure has started to use reliability,
speed, and low-cost blockchain technology with the
development of technology. This technology has universal
qualifications beyond political and geographical boundaries.
Although the use of blockchain technology has become
widespread, it is insufficient in many areas. This white paper
was created to introduce the Starvip (STV) platform, which
sees the gap in many sectors.

The Starvip platform is a highly reliable and low transfer
commissions cryptocurrency using the Binance smart chain
and etherium blockchain infrastructure, which have been
created to be used in international money transfer, internet
shopping, and many social media platforms. Starvip platform
has been designed to create a strong ecosystem for use in
many areas such as shopping online, renting a car, and renting
a hotel.



FUTURE PLANS
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The primary goal of the Starvip platform is to gain the
interest and trust of institutional investors by establishing
and strengthening of own ecosystem. The primary purpose
of this ecosystem is to carry out the commercial
transaction on the internet fast and confidently with very
low transaction costs.

An increase in the awareness of the platform by
working with the experts in this area is among the
significant goals for the Starvip platform to gain an active
presence in all social media platforms. High interaction of
social media accounts is among our most important goals
in the short term.

We are working to support many online events to
increase our recognition within the digital world in the long
term. Online events will increase the recognition of the
Vipstar ecosystem and attract many individual and
institutional investors.



HOW STARVIP 

WORKS
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• It offers discounts and low commissions for purchases
made through many websites and applications.

• Users who use Starvip coins get their share from the
prize pool in the ecosystem.

• After calculating the daily commissions from users
using the Starvip platform, 30% is burned, thus the
price drop is minimized.

• The number of coins belonging to the Starvip
ecosystem is limited to 100 million. After the coin
burning process, it is designed to ensure that its price
is not damaged by inflation by decreasing the amount
of coin supply.



IN THE LONG 

TERM
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We have been working as a team for the
development of the Starvip ecosystem for a long time. We
created many medium and long-term plans while forming
the platform. As the Starvip team, our most important
long-term goal is to ensure system security at the highest
level and to provide the Starvip coin transfer between the
purchaser and the seller fast and at a low cost.

To increase the number of users by organizing digital
events to increase the use of Starvip coin is among the
most important plans. This will allow the platform to grow
rapidly.

As the Starvip team, our most important long-term
planning is to create our infrastructure and make the
transfers on this blockchain. After we have switched to our
infrastructure, users will be able to earn Starvip coins by
mining.

The Vipstar coin is in contact with many
central and noncentral cryptocurrency
exchanges to be traded at the major exchanges.
In the medium and long term, it is continued to
work to carry out many procedures to start

trading on the top five stock exchanges in the
world.



INTRODUCING 
STARVIP COINS
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TOKEN SALE
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Token Name STARVIP COİN

Token Symbol STV

Maximum Token Offered 100,000,000

Minimum Token Required 30,000,000

Particulars Binance Smart Chain (BSC)

Etherium Based Token (ERC-20)

The locked 70,000,000 STARVIP Tokens will wait as
locked. Locked tokens will begin to be traded proportionally
within 10 years. Half of the transaction fees will be burned
daily. In this way, it is aimed to prevent the inflation of
Starvip coins by burning the trading commissions and by
keeping a certain amount locked.



BUSINESS MODEL
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Starvip ecosystem is a platform created for online shopping
and international money transfer. Since its supply is limited,
it is also intended to be used as a store of value.

This platform conducts many activities to be used in
social media applications. It carries out studies on creating
development and partnerships to work integrated into
many social media applications. Social media users can
perform many activities with Starvip Coin such as transfer
money to each other, purchasing digital products, and
donating to content producers. The Starvip ecosystem also
conducts studies on the activities such as providing Access
and transfer money from anywhere by developing mobile
software.

Starvip conducts many activities and interviews to
make the platform more reliable by making agreements
with many financial and technology companies. As a Starvip
team, it is of great importance to bring the platform to
international awareness in the short and medium-term by
taking investments from many companies.



FOOD ORDER
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Starvip crypto money, you can eat our applications, first in
Germany and then in Turkey..

Liferant
berlin

Fastfood CitypizzaRestorando

Android ,İOS, Harmonyos

https://play.google.com/store/apps/dev?id=6169453066798
616900



SALES ORDER
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Starvip crypto money, you can trade real-world products and
sell them at the same time



CAR ORDER
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You will be able to buy a vehicle with Starvip money until 
2030

will start from these sites in the first stage

https://zweitehand.berlin/

https://www.otogaleri.istanbul/



ROADMAP
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Starvip works as a global financial tool. Anyone can
transfer money and make a payment for online shoppings
easily anywhere in the world on this platform.
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The Starvip ecosystem foundation and its officials shall
not be liable for any special incidents or other losses arising
from unfair acts, taking into account the maximum extent
permitted by applicable laws, regulations, and rules.

Starvip ecosystem employees and officials cannot be
held responsible for the loss of Starvip Tokens after any
assets belonging to Starvip are transferred to you. The gain
and storage of the Starvip token involve several risks. As the
Starvip team, we have no responsibility if the wallet
password is forgotten.

Starvip foundation and its officials cannot be held
responsible for the losses that will occur as a result of the
incorrect entry of the wallet address in the Starvip token
transfer. Starvip Token users and institutions should take
these risks into account.


